3. ABOUT THE WORLD TRANSFORMATION MOVEMENT
WTM FAQ 3.7 How do I make a donation to the WTM?

You can help the WTM by making a donation* to one of our two registered charities* to
assist our wonderful team of members and supporters as we disseminate this all-important,
human-race-saving information across the world.
The WTM has had to carry out our many decades of work developing understanding of
the human condition in a totally self-sufficient way without any support at all from the alldominant, human-condition-avoiding-and-denying, Plato’s-cave-hiding, mechanistic world—
indeed at times we have had to cope with being viciously persecuted by that world. Yet,
because this information is the only thing that can stop all the suffering in the world, all our
books, videos and other information are made available for free on our www.humancondition.
com* website so that everyone can access this paradigm-shifting, old-science-defyingand-rectifying, absolutely-critically-important, new science. In recent years, to make the
understanding even more widely accessible WTM members from around the world have been
translating it into different languages, such as Dutch, German, French, Spanish, Greek and
Afrikaans. But for all this generosity to continue, and for our project to keep growing, we
urgently need people who have benefited from the information to donate funds to the WTM.
At base, growth of the WTM is about love spreading love, with the love we are spreading
being the real love the world needs of understanding. As truthfully stated at the end of THE
Interview*, “Please support our World Transformation Movement that promotes this denialfree new science of the redeeming, reconciling and rehabilitating biological explanation of
the human condition because all other projects are futile and only this project can save the
world.”
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